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winter moon—
the animal in me sniffing
a narrow path

ROMAN LYAKHOVETSKY
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lost paradise I sink through you as black rain

MARCUS LILJEDAHL
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behind
the waterfall
your mouth

BRENT GOODMAN
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wet paint
the idea
of us

BRENT GOODMAN
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almost unnoticed
the pulse in my wrist
turns to spring

BRENT GOODMAN
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i    n    q    u    i    l    i    n    e

HELEN BUCKINGHAM
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JOHN HAWKHEAD

in the phone kiosk
between hookers’ calling cards
names in a carved heart
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 the
 con-
 trail
 runs
 from
 north
to south

HELEN BUCKINGHAM
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under my duvet the monster softens his voice

JOHN MCMANUS
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how cool
the idea . . .
death linen

MARION CLARKE



hymn

smelling of hail the field that eats ur light

the wind-up butterfly will it wake u up and die?

an entrance hymn like buttons hitting asphalt

after ur fall it doesn't swell the pavement

u're remembered by that broken flute of bone

that's the future: wings holding you down creep

enter the egg u came from as an excuse

it won't even articulate u your scream
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JOHANNES S. H. BJERG



hymn II

u come and a one world becomes another

a realm of foam to bear the youngest dead

compared to the wall ur head is a castle

impossible to forget that stain in the shape of a horse

stand upright and know there's not much else

even in your hellhomecageprisonwomb an ashtray

what's outside is hidden by light like the sun

only bits of u merge with the wind u're bound
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JOHANNES S. H. BJERG
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e shallow mallow t sunset ern hues ity

DON BAIRD
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caught outside
my own short story
so deliberate
   this placement
        of summer rain

LAURA WILLIAMS
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elbowtoelbowonthemetroemptyseatbeside a   hobo

CARL SEGUIBAN
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memorial day mixed messages of murder

DON BAIRD
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           carrying the sky
half rain                       half moon

RAMESH ANAND
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a tremble
in her voice
between the words
I switch the phone
to my other ear

KENNETH SLAUGHTER
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SUSAN BURCH

you left
without saying good-bye
for a year
I peed
on the mailbox
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between exits the play

JOSEPH SALVATORE AVERSANO
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vomiting just this

KENNETH SLAUGHTER
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dementia—
she tells her reflection
to get lost

SUSAN BURCH
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cementics

OLIVIER SCHOPFER
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de-lete—
cruel
word

DONNA FLEISCHER
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DONNA FLEISCHER

no exit
the fontanelle pulses
escape



CHERIE HUNTER DAY
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never  find

the   correct   proper   right
              
words

VINCENT O CONNOR´
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&so &so &so
raindrops talking
to puddles

SABINE MILLER
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SABINE MILLER

on
    land

en-
    timed

to
    the

o-
    cean

heart
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on land
     and all

those winged
                    wordchats

ing
                                     the sky

SABINE MILLER
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the ground of this poem // grinding itself to dust

SABINE MILLER
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stone fruits bloom
each last time I dance.

SABINE MILLER
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strong brew:
the spit-out fly
dries its wings

SABINE MILLER





Ukraine  la Vladimir Putinà

                   b o r d e r

                              (Crimea 2014)
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LEROY GORMAN
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VINCENT O CONNOR´

the evening
slowly gathering
trees
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snowfall at dusk . . .
no road
only walking

MARK E. BRAGER



imperfect rhyme

peace
in the Middle
Eas
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LEROY GORMAN
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h0pe spr0ngs etern0l

LEROY GORMAN
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hypnagogia a glimpse of glowing polygons

SIMON HANSON
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SIMON HANSON

foxes on night rambles the whiteness of lambs
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my fingers dial a spider

ARUNA RAO
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ARUNA RAO

a white blood cell
in my artery
the Galaxy
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+
B

ing
bong
bling

Xma$X
what?a%
wonderful

!f

LEROY GORMAN
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company party
mistletoe’s just above
the boss’s ass

LEROY GORMAN
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spill the crack in the carton

ARUNA RAO
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teeth between the soundwaves

ARUNA RAO
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SHLOKA SHANKAR

terrorism
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in jean jackets
and Marlboro Lights
we skulked
passed the house with the guy
who (maybe) killed someone

S. M. ABELES
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spring park—
i casually leaf through
the dead man’s blog

ROMAN LYAKHOVETSKY
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Schr dinger's moth stares back at meö

SHLOKA SHANKAR





SPECIAL FEATURE

RICHARD GILBERT

only so long for





only so long for: 61

mass

solitude 
what’s left 
of the party

denial
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moon resins─
sex and god and teeth
and fingernails
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awaiting the warm that everyone
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everything you think i think is true



only so long for: 65

war particles of the garbage patch
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only so long for so long only for more
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roses in the rose messaged and left
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depth penetrates desire s un



only so long for: 69

collateral damage scattered alpha d bits
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no eye no ear no nose no tongue no virgin no mind
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for so long only for so long for
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exist
resist
exits
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exist | resist | exits
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eventually
depth penetrating
desire s un



only so long for: 75

unchangeability─
i leave the earth
that way
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clouds cover 
                        spot of rain
after the rent
dinner raw ocean 
waves



only so long for: 77
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Submission Guidelines

moongarlic is a bi-annual Ezine publishing in May and November. Submissions 
are  accepted  during  August  and  September  for  the  November  issue,  and 
February and March for  the May issue.  Submissions sent outside of  these 
reading windows will be kept unread until the following reading window.

We  are  seeking  contemporary  shortverse  poetry,  ku,  oneline,  tanka, 
sequences,  renga/renku/renshi,  tan  renga,  haiga,  sumie,  art  and 
photographs  celebrating  the  new  and  alternative  attitudes  to  these  well 
established art forms. Experimentation is encouraged, but not at the expense 
of  quality.  Submissions  will  be  judged  on  authenticity,  originality  and 
aestheticism.  Submissions  should  be  unpublished  and  not  under 
consideration elsewhere.

Please  submit  up  to  25  poems,  haiga,  sumie,  art  or  photographs,  or 
combination thereof. Poems should be in the body of the email. Haiga, sumie, 
art and photographs should be in jpeg format and sent as attachments. Please 
submit just 1 renga, renku, renshi, tan renga or sequence per issue, either in 
the body of the email or as an attachment in .doc, .docx, .odt or .rtf format.

Submissions should be emailed to  subs@moongarlic.org.

Yet To Be Named Free Press  reserves first serial rights and moongarlic E-zine 
should be noted as place of first publication. Authors are free to republish after 
being published in  moongarlic Ezine provided the new publication does not 
require first serial rights.

mailto:subs@moongarlic.org
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